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Brian's Lines 

·WE THREE KINGS: SAUL 
1 Samuel 13:1-14 

(First in a series of three sermons on the Kings of the United Israel) 

i\nd Capp, anti-hero, was 
having a bad day. Negativity had engulfed 
him an overwhelming sense of 
nothingness. He complained to his 
beleaguered wife, Flo: "I ain't worth 
nothing. I'm just a no y, ffiat's what I 
am." In an attempt to encourage him, Flo 

"Don't be so hard on yourself. 
If nothing else, you se as a horrible 
example!" 

orrible examples are important, for 
sometimes we learn more from them than 
we do from good examples. When someone 
acts out before our eyes a self-destructive 
pattern of life, we are able to discern in 
that example a pattern we want to avoid. 

· g category of a .-.--.~ ::c.....=-= orri6le example. He is one of the anti-
heroes of the Bible, a biblical model we do 
not want to emulate. The amazing thing 
about King Saul's life, what in fact made 
it so tragic, is that he had a remarkable 
beginning. 

When Saul was as the first 
of the fledgling Hebrew nation, the 

expectations were high, and he seemed up 
to it. Saul had our things going for him as 
he took over the leadership of Israel. He 
was a man f person appearanc_e. 
We might say he looked like a king. He 
was a man of humble spirit. He had an 

attitude which drew people to him. He had 
the suppon of Samuel, who was the most 
influential man in the nation. He apparently 
had the anointment of God. 

What tential he had within him 
and what possibilities were out before him. 
In 1 Samuel 13, Saul's qualifications are 

monstrated in his first test against e 
PJrilistines. 

verses see Saur s 
organizational skills. Saul recognized that 
the Philistines were superior in their 
manpower, so Saul wisely divided his army 
and maneuvered them in such a way as to 
maximize their potential. As a result, the 

ebrews won initial skirmish. Then, 
Saul did what leaders are instructed to do 
today: he celebrated his victory in hopes of 
motivating his people to further victories. 

verses 7, see Saul's 
courage. The Philistines recovered from 
their initial defeat and mounted a counter 
attack against Israel. Their chariots and 
horsemen and an unending corps of soldiers 
moved like a tidal wave toward the 
Hebrews. 

The Hebrews responded in two 
ways: they hid or they left the country. 

7 sets Saul in contrast to his timid 
countrymen. t as for the Bible 
says, was still in Gilgal." 
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he needed to 
outstanding leader of God's people. 

However, Saul is not in Israel's Leadership 
Hall of Fame but instead in Israel's Hall of 
Shame. 

did Saul do? 
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Saul chose to do what he wanted to do. 
According to Samuel 15:9 aul 
spared Agag and his 

third choice is seen in 
Young David had defeated the 

Philistine giant and had become a national 
celebrity. The women of the nation would 
sing, has slain his thousands but 

What did Saul do? We don't have David his ten thousands." 
time to consider the entire career of Saul, t that point, Saul had a choice. He 
but let me focus on choices could honor David for what he had done 
Saul made. and David's obvious strengths to 

Tiie first choice is seen in help him lead the nation, or he could to 
Saul and his men were ready to destroy David. Driven by jealousy, Saul 

do battle, as soon as Samuel offered a tried to destroy David. The Bible says, 
sacrifice to the Lord. When Samuel was Saul looked at David with suspicio 

- I delayed in coming, Saul took it upon that on" 1 Sam. 18:9). 
himself to off er the sacrifice. choic the choice to 

It is a difficult for us to see the I orge ahead instead of waiting on God, the 
fault in what Saul did. It is not clearly hoice to do hi wn thing instead of 
spelled out in our text. Apparently, Samuel obeying God, a choice to despise 
was responsible for offering the sacrifice. It David instead of utilizing David, put Saul 
was a sacred assignment only he could do. on a that eventually led to 

Saul had two C oices. He could wait 
on God's timing and God's plan. he aul lost the wise counsel of Samuel 
could take things into his own and ( Sam. Samuel left Saul, not in -R~J) 
institute his own timetable and plan. Driven anger but in sorrow, because he 
by impatience, Saul to _ what's Saul's choices would bring, not only 
owrr· time schedule. o Saul but also to the nation of Israel. 

second choice is seen in ' lost his courage 1 Sam.-
15: -19. Saul and his men were 17:11). Saul had been courageous 

told to attack the Amalekites and then to when facing the Philistines. Now he is as 
destroy everything as a sacrifice to God. afraid as the rest of the Hebrews. 

It is difficult for us toda to Saul lost the Spirit of God Sam. -RE,f!J 
understand or accept this command from 18:12). With that loss, Saul lost the power 

It seems so un-godlike. In the context and purpose of his life. 
of the times, it was necessary for two aul lost his life Sam. 31:1-6). 
reasons: to destroy the enemy in order to Saul took his own life and brought to an 
establish God's people so they coul carry end his tragic story. 

ut God's plan and remove the 
contaminating influences that would keep 
Israe from carrying out God's plan. The 
point is that God commanded Saul to do 
this. At that point, Saul had a choice. He 
could o God, or he could do wha he 
thought was right Driven by disobedience, 

What Can We Learn? 

What can we learn from this 
horrible example of the Bible? 

Lesson# 1: MPATIENCE BRINGS 
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES. 
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successful 
"In our 

twenty-odd years in business, of 
our successes have involved in some way 
the for patience, and ©o percent of 
our have been caused in part by 
lack of i " Although I don't have any 
way of figuring percentages, McCormack' s 
statement is close to the truth when we 
think about our spiritual achievements. Our 
successes usually involve patience and our 
failures are caused in part by lack of it. 

avoid the · saster caused by our 
over ze ous pushing ahead of we 
nee to adopt as our theme verse the 
philosophy of David who wrote: ''I waited 
patiently for the And He inclined to 
me, and card my cry" (Ps. 40:1). 

Lesson 2: 
BRINGS SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES. 

Creative Leadersnip 
in Greensboro, North Carolina, recently 

21 derailed executives, successful 
people who were expected to move to the 
top in their fields, but who instead were 
fired or plateaued below the expected level. 
They compared with 20 · vers, those 
who had made it all the way to the top. 

of the executives but the 
21 o did ot it displayed such a 
consistency of repeated flaws that their lack 
of integrity eventually undermined the trust 
others had in them and eventually they 
failed. 

, spiritual a 
continued pattern of disobedience will so 
strain our relationship with God and 
undermine the trust others have in us that 
our lives will be rendered ineffective 
spiritually. 

close study of the work of God 
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described in Bible will cal 
the one quality absolutely demanded in 
the me women who effective 
agents for the work of His kingdom was 
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Lesson 3: USY BRINGS 
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES. 

W. Target a 
Window" about two seriously 

me who occupied same hospital 
e was able to sit up in his bed 

out room's only window 
which was next to his bed. man 
had to spend all his time flat on his back. 
Every afternoon, the patient by the window 
described to his roommate all the things he 
could see outside the window. He described 
swans on the lake, play,wg by the 
water, lovers walking arm in arm among 

a by. Suddenly, 
the man in the other bed thought, "Why 
should he have all the pleasure of seeing 
everything while I never get to see 
anything? It isn't fair." 

s the days passed, his envy 
increased until he was controlled by one 
thought--he should be by that window. Late 
one night, the man by the window started 
to cough. Instead of pushing the button that 
would have brought help, the other patient 
watched as the man choked to death. 

e next morning, the nurse found 
the man dead. The body was removed, and 
then, as soon as it was appropriate, the 
other patient asked if he could be moved 
next to the window. The nurse made the 
switch. Finally in the bed by the window, 
the patient propped himself up on one 
elbow to take his first look. He strained to 
look out the window beside the bed . 
However, instead of beautiful scenery he 
discovered that the window faced a blank 
wall! He had envied a man who had been 

to 6ring joy to him through his 
creative imagination. 

we have choices, and 
a consequence. As we 

make those daily choices, we need to 
from the example of Saul the 
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consequences of impatience 
disobedience, and v . 
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